We describe a magnetically frustrated nanoring (MFNR) configuration which is formed by introducing antiferromagnetic coupling across an interface orthogonal to the ring's circumferential direction. Such structures have the unique characteristic that only one itinerant domain wall (DW) can exist in the ring, which does not need to be nucleated or injected into the structure and can never escape making it analogous to a magnetic Möbius strip. Numerical simulations show that the DW in a MFNR can be driven consecutively around the ring with a prescribed cyclicity, and that the frequency of revolutions can be controlled by the applied field. The energy landscapes can be controlled to be flat allowing for low fields of operation or to have a barrier for thermal stability. Potential logic and memory applications of MFNRs are considered and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic nanoring structures have been the focus of recent research interest due to their attractiveness for technological applications such as nonvolatile solid-state memory and magnetic logic circuits. [1] [2] [3] Due to their topological characteristics magnetic nanorings can exhibit multiple stable remanent states, controlled by external magnetic fields or currents. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Logic gates have also been engineered to perform Boolean operations such as NOT and AND using all-magnetic loop architectures. [8] [9] [10] In this paper we model magnetically frustrated nanorings (MFNRs) and describe their magnetic properties, with particular attention to energy landscapes and domain wall (DW) motion.
Magnetic frustration implies a competition between different energy terms so that an energy minimization in one area involves an increase of energy in another. Magnetic frustration is often seen in coupled multilayer systems, due to interfacial disorder 11 or the competition between lateral and vertical exchange. 12 In antiferromagnetic materials, it can occur due to the lattice topology, which can prevent all spins from being antiferromagnetically paired. 13 Molecular structures including flakes and ring chains have been seen to exhibit geometrically induced frustration as well. 14 Magnetic frustration in MFNR presented here is achieved by introducing antiferromagnetic (AF) coupling across an interface orthogonal to the circumferential direction of the ring as illustrated in Fig. 1 . As a consequence of such a configuration, the remanent state of the ring involves a DW with an associated DW energy. This is the case regardless of the dominant form of anisotropy (shape or magnetocrystalline). A similar effect would be achieved in a magnetic Möbius strip with a half turn.
For the ring in Fig. 1 we have chosen perpendicular magnetocrystalline anisotropy (PMA), so that the magnetization tends toward a vertical orientation. In Fig. 1(a) the magnetization changes orientation twice along the ring, once at the interface at point A due to the AF coupling, and again at some point B in the ring, as a result of system topology. It is important to distinguish between the magnetization reorientation at point A and point B, because in the former case there is no energy stored in the DW. Only the magnetization reorientation at point B constitutes a DW in the usual sense, with an associated DW energy and mobility. Therefore, the system is fundamentally different from a simple continuous nanoring, as a single DW persists in the system at remanence. 9 By tuning the system parameters, the energy landscape can be made nearly flat, as will be shown below. As a result, the DW can be driven by a weak field and can reside at any location along the MFNR, including the AF interface [Figs. 1(b) and 2]. Since the system is characterized by a single mobile DW, with an associated DW energy, there is no concern that two DWs may converge and annihilate. The DW can move in any direction, e.g., it can make multiple complete revolutions around the ring with a specified cyclicity, driven by an applied field. Furthermore, the AF interface eliminates the need for strict synchronization between the external stimulus and DW propagation time due to a tunable DW dwell time at the interface, as shown below.
II. ENERGY CALCULATIONS
To calculate the energy we use the nudge elastic band method approach (see the Appendix). 15 The particular choice of simulation parameters chosen here was to demonstrate the energy landscapes and DW motion in a PMA nanoring.
Other parameter values can be used for realization of both perpendicular and in-plane MFNRs. Depending on the strength of AF coupling J AF at the interface, there will be extrema and saddle points in the energy landscape. Figure 3(a) shows that the energy landscape of the nanoring can be tailored by modulating J AF at the AF interface. As |J AF | is reduced, the energy of the system when the DW is at the AF interface [ Fig. 1(b) ] significantly decreases. When |J AF | is increased, the energetic favorability of the DW to reside at the AF interface disappears as the cost of overcoming the AF coupling energy increases. For appropriate parameters, the MFNR can be tailored so that the energy of the system is nearly independent of the position of the DW along the ring [see the red curve with point markers in Fig. 3(a) ]. The DW can lie away from the AF interface, as in Fig. 1(a) , or at the AF interface, as in Fig. 1(b) , with the system energy equal in both cases. Figure 2 (a) shows the DW configuration near and at the AF interface. The DW structure away and at the interface can be very different without a significant difference in energy Fig. 1(a), point B] or at the AF interface [ Fig. 1(b), point A] .
[material and structural parameters used for the MFNR in Fig. 2(a) are the same as those used for the MFNR leading to the black curve (diamond plot markers) in Fig. 3(a) ]. It can be seen that, when the DW is at the interface [ Fig. 2(a) ], the magnetization is largely antiparallel, as expected for AF coupling, with an alignment orthogonal to the ring's circumferential direction, corresponding to a magnetostatically favorable head-to-tail configuration. For the DW at the interface in the top image of Fig. 2(a) , a large part of the energy is stored in bulk exchange (due to magnetization nonuniformity in the immediate vicinity of the interface) and anisotropy (due to magnetization deviation from the easy axis). However, upon closer inspection, the magnetization across the AF interface is found not perfectly antiparallel, due to competition between different energy terms. The total DW energy therefore includes an important interfacial exchange contribution. When the coupling strength |J AF | is large, even a small departure from antiparallel alignment results in a large interfacial exchange energy. For reduced |J AF |, the departure from antiparallel alignment at the AF interface is more prominent [ Fig. 2(b) ]. The MFNR material properties (M S ,K U ,J AF ) and geometry (inner and outer ring radius, thickness) offer freedom to tailor energy landscapes to be flat or include energy barriers or wells. For the case of flat energy landscapes, the MFNR can be viewed as a loop containing a single DW that can freely move in either direction throughout the nanoring. The closed loop prevents the DW from escaping the structure, which makes the MFNR particularly interesting for long-time studies of stochastic dynamics and DW propagation paths as a function of damping, temperature, DW width, and other parameters. 16, 17 Before moving on to a discussion of Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), we mentioned that in our study of MFNRs we are primarily interested in the relative energy landscapes of each ring model which control the DW mobility, and need not consider common reference (or ground-state) energies. In all plots in Fig. 3 we, therefore, have translated the energy landscapes to be within a similar range for clarity. Figure 3(b) illustrates the effect magnetostatic interactions can have on the character of the energy landscapes in MFNRs. The ability to flatten the energy landscape via AF coupling depends on the sample magnetization M S . For larger M S the energy required to bring the DW to the AF interface can be very large [ Fig. 3(b) ]. As the DW approaches the interface, a region of unreversed magnetization [colored red in the inset of Fig. 3(b) ] becomes increasingly confined between oppositely oriented segments of the ring, leading to dipolar interactions which can stabilize the magnetization configuration. This is similar to the stabilization of the antiparallel configuration of recorded bits in magnetic recording media due to closed flux lines. This effect leads to the upturn in the energy near the AF coupled region in Fig. 3(a) . This barrier can be modulated by reducing the ring width near the AF interface to compensate the increase in magnetostatic energy with a decrease in anisotropy energy.
Extrema and saddle points can be further introduced to the energy landscape by adding artificial notches which trap the DW in an energy minimum. 18 Edge roughness and intrinsic pinning sites may then introduce intrinsic distortion to the energy landscape, which can have an additional effect on magnetization dynamics and stability. 5 Figure 3(c) shows the energy landscape for a magnetically frustrated ring containing one artificial notch located at an azimuthal angle of ϕ n = 235
• with respect to the perpendicular reference line (see inset). The notch spatially confines the DW so that its width (and hence energy) are reduced. The DW for the parameters used is a transverse DW. In the example of Fig. 3(c) , a notch size was chosen that reduces the ring width by a factor of 2 at the notch center. This approximately lowers the DW width (the extent of the DW in the direction normal to the ring circumference at ϕ n = 235
• ), w 0 , by a factor of 2 as well. In a nanowire with a transverse DW and no notches, changes in anisotropy K U result in the broadening (contracting) of the DW due to the competition between anisotropy energy, E anis , and exchange energy, E ex , which leads to the square root dependence of DW surface energy density on anisotropy energy density, as expressed in σ DW ≈ 4 √ K U A ex . However, in the presence of a notch [ Fig. 3(c) ], the physical constriction suppresses variations of the DW profile with a changing K U . With a fixed magnetization profile assumed, the DW energy is linearly proportional to anisotropy density, E DW = K U (m ·k) 2 dV + E ex (m), wherem is the magnetization unit vector,k is the easy axis direction, and integration is over the span of the DW. Despite the crudeness of the fixed magnetization profile approximation, comparison of the pinning potentials of the notches E in Fig. 3(c) for K U = 1, 2, and 3 erg/cm 3 indicate indeed a linear dependence on K U , at least for the parameter range and notch dimensions considered here. We also note that increasing the width w or thickness t of the nanoring, or increasing the dimensions of the notch to achieve a greater constriction, would also lead to a deepening of the pinning potential of the notch, similarly as increasing K U .
III. MAGNETIZATION DYNAMICS
We now turn to magnetization dynamics and illustrate some of the consequences of magnetic frustration on the response on the nanoring to external stimuli. Figure 4 shows the z component of unit magnetization m z =ẑ · M/M S versus time (solid black line) in response to an alternating applied magnetic field H a =ẑH a (t) (dotted blue line) in a MFNR with PMA. Simulation parameters are listed in the caption. The initial configuration of the MFNR is a remanent state with a DW located at the AF interface. The alternating applied field, with rise and fall time τ a = 0.5 ns, period T a = 150 ns, and maximum amplitude |H a | = 100 Oe, drives the DW from the AF interface along the ring until it extends an angle of 2π at which point the DW is back at the AF interface, now with the ring magnetization in the opposite direction. The DW dwells in this position until the applied field is reversed, upon which it again departs the AF interface and propagates around the ring once more, repeating the process for as long as the stimulus is applied. Several important features should be pointed out. The field driving the DW motion is |H a | = 100 Oe, which is 50 times smaller than the magnetocrystalline anisotropy field H K U = 5 kOe, and more than 30 times smaller than the coercive field H 0 = 3.1 kOe of a similar ring without AF coupling. Because the magnetic frustration necessitates the presence of a DW at all times, DW nucleation is not required. The DW driving field can be made, in principle, arbitrarily small by further tuning the system to obtain a more flat energy landscape. This is accomplished by tuning the system to yield equal energies when the DW is at the AF interface and away from it as in Fig. 3(a) . When a large M S is used, dipolar interactions can lead to a rise in energy when the DW is near the interface, as seen in Fig. 3(b) . This can be compensated through magnetostatic coupling to a soft nearby nanomagnet [ Fig. 5(b) ], which orients itself with the applied field, counterbalancing the dipolar effect. Alternatively, tapering the ring near the AF interface would compensate the increase in magnetostatic energy by a decrease in anisotropy energy. We found that, for such configurations, operation is possible at much lower |H a | and considerably greater M S .
It should be pointed out that the direction in which the DW departs the AF interface in an ideally symmetric MFNR and under a perfectly uniform applied field is arbitrary. The DW motion may be either in the clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW) direction during each revolution. A preferred cyclicity can be established by biasing the applied field to more strongly affect one side of the ring across the AF interface than the other. Alternatively, a segment of the ring adjacent to a chosen side of the AF interface can be tapered, or made slightly softer, e.g., by ion irradiation. 19 Similarly, exchange coupling to a soft composite element may be utilized. 20 It is also possible to design a system with alternating or configurable cyclicity by employing exchange biasing 21 and magnetostatics interactions with coupled or adjacent nanomagnets. 22 The results in Fig. 4 were obtained for a nanoring with reduced anisotropy (10%) in a short segment immediately right to the AF interface, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . Consequently, the DW motion was in the CW direction during the simulation (see Fig. 6 ).
Lastly, we note that the fluctuations in the vertical magnetization component m z seen in Fig. 4 correspond to short intervals of backward motion of the DW during its advance forward. This phenomenon, known as Walker breakdown, is due to an instability of the DW structure under fields greater than the Walker threshold field H W .
The time required for the DW to complete a full revolution can be varied by changing the strength and periodicity of the applied field. Figure 6 shows the azimuthal angle ϕ, relating the DW position [see Fig. 1(a) ], versus time, for six alternating applied fields ranging in strength from 100 Oe to 3 kOe, having the same rise and fall times (τ a = 0.5 ns) and frequencies of switching (f a = 0.0067 GHz) as in Fig. 4 . The upper-left inset shows that the DW mobility dv DW /dH a is negative from 100 to 300 Oe, and positive for H a > 300 Oe. The two regimes correspond to the nonlinear and linear precessional regimes, consistent with Walker theory. 23 A linear steady regime, expected for H a < H W is not seen here since for our system H W is low. Similarly, the bottom-right inset shows the time required for the DW to execute a full revolution for a given H a . The frequency of revolution can therefore be tuned by adjusting the applied field intensity and period of switching. Modulating material and structural parameters can also serve to tailor DW mobility to access either the nonlinear or linear precession regime for a particular range of field amplitudes. Other recently proposed techniques for tuning DW mobility include the use of composites, 24 spin currents, 23 and comb 25 or wavy strips. 26 The range of distinct operation frequencies can be advantageous in terms of the performance of potential devices.
The fact that the DW upon reaching the AF interface is stationary until the applied field is reversed implies that a strict synchronization of field periodicity with the period of DW revolution is not mandatory for operation, and that a margin of error is tunable by adjusting the field frequency. The flat energy landscapes and closed-path geometry make MFRNs convenient for studies of stochastic behavior and propagation paths at long-time scales. 16, 17 In the case of MFNR spin valves or tunnel junctions with current perpendicular to plan (CPP), the effects of spin polarized currents on DW dynamics can also be investigated. 27 MFNR spin valves or magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) with CPP would be unique in that the high-conductivity channel would be a function of DW position, which itself would depend on the history of transmitted spin-current and applied magnetic fields. The cyclicity (digital) and DW position (analog) could be used as detectable logic outputs in potential magnetic circuits. For memory applications MFNRs with energy landscapes containing wells, at the least, 45 k B T deep could be used for long-term stability, where k B is the Boltzmann constant and T = 300 K. This implies the use of MFNRs with notches [ Fig. 3(c) ], or week coupling at the AF interface [ Fig. 3(a) ].
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, MFNRs possess several distinguishing features suggesting their usefulness for potential DW-based applications. As a result of magnetic frustration, only one mobile DW with an associated DW energy exists in the MFNR, as opposed to zero DWs or an even number of DWs that result in nonfrustrated rings. The DW in a MFNR is in permanent existence, can dwell anywhere along the ring, and can never escape or be annihilated by another DW. Another key feature is that the energy landscape can be made very flat with a proper choice of material and structural parameters. As a consequence, an alternating magnetic field with a very small magnitude can controllably drive the DW in consecutive circles around the ring. It was shown that a full range of operations are possible in a MFNR with low applied field magnitudes. It was also shown that MFNRs can be biased in order to set a specified cyclicity of DW motion to either CW or CCW. Energy landscapes with barriers and wells were demonstrated. The unique features of MFNRs can be found appealing for both logic and memory applications.
APPENDIX: MODELING
In the present work the MFNR is modeled as a homogeneous ferromagnetic material, with AF coupling at the ϕ = 0 interface (Fig. 1) . The inner and outer radii of the ring are R in = 75 nm and R out = 90 nm, respectively, and the ring thickness is t = 12 nm. The AF interface consists of a 0.5 nm nonmagnetic interlayer or contact boundary separating two regions of magnetic material. The ring structure is discretized into tetrahedrons with a 4 nm mesh size using GID software. 28 The two surfaces on each side of the contact boundary are identically triangularized. Each node of the mesh is assigned a unit magnetic moment vectorm i representing the magnetization direction at that point in space. The magnetization direction on the tetrahedral faces, and within the volume of each tetrahedron, is interpolated linearly from the directions at the tetrahedral vertices, i.e.,m = 4 k=1 ξ kmk . Here, ξ k (r) is a hat basis function which equals unity at vertex k, linearly tapers off to zero at the opposite tetrahedral face, and is zero outside of the tetrahedron. The effective field at node i is given as a sum of Zeeman, magnetocrystalline anisotropy, magnetostatics, bulk exchange, and interfacial exchange fields, H 
where J ex (r) is the interfacial exchange energy density,m + (r) andm − (r) represent the magnetization directions on opposite sides of the interface, and the integration is over the contact surface S. The subscripts + and − indicating the side of the interface are arbitrary and interchangeable. In the discretized form expression (A1) can be written as
where the integration over the contact surface has been broken up into integration over interfacial contact triangles t. The hat basis function associated with the tetrahedral vertex opposite to the interfacial surface triangle t vanishes at the interface, hence the sums in (A2) are over three interfacial vertices only. Constant interfacial energy density has been assumed J ex (r) = J AF . The interfacial exchange field at node i is then obtained from a first-order variation of the energy with respect tom i ,
Here i is a global index representing a node on one of the sides of the interface, while k is a local index representing one of the nodes of a given triangle t on the opposite side. The volume V m V m , where the sum is over all tetrahedrons m, which have node i as one of its vertices, V representing the volume of tetrahedron m, and M S is the saturation magnetization of the MFNR. Equation (A3) can be rewritten as
Using the identity S ξ 30 where ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 are the three linear basis functions of a single triangle of area S, and m, n, p are exponents, we have
Here S t is the area of triangle t, and δ ik is the Kronecker delta. If the mesh size is sufficiently smaller than the exchange t S t . This approximation has the form of the interfacial exchange field often quoted in literature for multilayer films. 31 However, Eq. (A3) gives the exact expression in the linear basis representation, and due to its low implementational complexity, does not require further simplification.
With the effective field H eff i known, magnetization dynamics can be simulated by integrating the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation
where γ , α, t are the gyromagnetic ratio, damping constant of the material, and time, respectively. The numerical integration of the LLG equation proceeds as outlined in Ref. 29 .
Calculation of the energy landscapes is performed using the nudged elastic band method (NEBM T , and the max( ) function used for the stopping criteria is with respect to the spatial components of all the elements. Each image k represents a magnetization configuration at a given point on the discretized transition path connecting two magnetization states. Typically 10-20 images are sufficient to resolve the transition between the two states. In (A7) E(m) is the energy functional of the system, and t k denotes the unit tangent along the path at image k, for k ∈ [2,M − 1], and is zero otherwise. It can be seen that the convergence ofm k implies that the path is parallel to the energy gradient of the system. Details of the NEBM and the evaluation of the energy gradient lines can be found in Ref. 15 .
